
Treasure Hunt 
Orientation

Presented to T. Hunter for a successful Hunt



Agenda
* What is the Treasure Hunt?

* What Will Happen During the Hunt?

* How Do We Prepare for the Hunt?

* How do we Solve Clues?

* Stakes and Help Calls

* Scoring the Hunt

* Tips for Good Hunting

* Questions



What is a Treasure Hunt?
* The Treasure Hunt is an annual event started at Honeywell and 

now open to all Participants
* The Treasure Hunt is an exciting evening of solving a series of 

Clues at various locations throughout the North Valley to find 
your way to the Awards Banquet and buffet breakfast.

* The 1st, 2nd and 3rd Place 
winne rs re ce ive the me re late d 
trophie s for the ir succe ss. 
Last Place also re ce ive s a 
re cognition for the ir 
accomplishme nt.  

* The 1st Place te am also 
displays the trave ling Tre asure 
Hunt trophy for the ye ar .

* 1st Place also has the honor of coordinating the ne xt Hunt.



What Happens During a Hunt?

* The Hunt is centered around a different theme each year, and a 
series of "Hints, Wise or Otherwise" are published for the teams 
to research in preparation. 

* On the day of the Hunt, teams arrive at 4:30 pm at Honeywell 
Deer Valley to register their vehicles.  Vehicles are prepared, 
Hunters loaded and Hunt Bags issued to each Vehicle

* At 5:30 PM, the start signal is given, and the teams retrieve 
their Bags and get underway solving their 1st Clue.  Upon solving 
clue, they drive to the location on their map corresponding to the 
clue. 

* Throughout the evening, the teams arrive at each successive Clue 
Site to find a problem, puzzle or event which solves to the 
location of the next site on the map.  



What Happens During a Hunt?

* There are typically 17 to 22 Clue Sites to find 
and solve to get to the Banquet!

* By 11:00 PM, the teams should have completed 
the series of Hunt Clues and solved for the 
final location of the Hunt, where the Solutions 
are shared, and the Team results and awards are 
presented all over a hearty breakfast with fellow 
Hunters. 



How Do I Prepare for a Hunt?

* Schedule an Orientation session (for new Teams)

* Access the Hunt Website for all Information 

* Study and Solve all Hints Wise or Otherwise
# New hints published more or less weekly leading up to the hunt

# Some hints will help you on the Hunt (Wise)

# Some hints will be useless (Otherwise)

* Build any Special Items identified in the Hints

* Bring all the Required Items identified on the “Must

* Bring” list as well as any you feel may be good to have from the 
Optional List.

* Identify a good Vehicle for the Hunt and have it ready to go!

* Arrive on time to Register on Hunt day!



Hunt Communications
* All Hunt Communication is now through the Treasure Hunt Website 

and the associated email address.

# Website: http://www.phoenixtreasurehunt.org/

# Email Address: THunter@PhoenixTreasureHunt.org

* Hunters can access site any time through calander year

* Announcements for the Hunt and associated Sign Up will be posted 
4th Qtr each year

* Current Committee Members contact info included on the Site

* Website allows sign up to receive email from T. Hunter reporting 
news, announcemnts and all Hunt related information.  Be sure to sihn
up and keep your email address current

* Website also has Hunt History, Rules and Orientation materials



Sample HWOWs   Typical



HWOWs  Answers

* THEME: …GAMES

* Shaturanga, Shatranj, Xiang Qi, Shogi and Sittuyin (Chess)

* McCutchen, Brothers and Nadler (64,000 Question)

* It’s in the Kitchen (Billiards)

* Buy me some peanuts and cracker jacks” (“Take me out to the ball game)”

* Zamkauskas, Doubleday, Naismith, Darrow (Game Inventors)

* Only counts in __ and hand grenades (Horsehoes)

* Gossima, Flim flam and Whiff Whaff (Ping Pong)

* Founded in London in 1863 (Soccer)

* You can’t get out for Free! – “(Monopoly” Site Clue)

* T. Hunter 1995 to 2005 – (Treasure Hunt Trivia)



Sample HWOWs  Audio and Visual



Sample HWOW   Device



Items To Bring
* Required and Optional lists will be 

given a few weeks before the Hunt.

# Required Items are those you will 
need on the Hunt to Solve Clues 
and have a Safe Hunt.  Not all 
Required Items are used.

# Optional Items are those which 
may help solve Clues more quickly 
or easily.  Some Optional Items 
will be useless.

# Be sure to always bring cell phone 
and charger, flashlights, first aid 
kit, water and snacks.

 
 

The "Items to Bring" Lists 
 
 
 
 

REQUIRED ITEMS OPTIONAL ITEMS 
 
• 4 sets of Work Gloves 
• Angling Device and Attachment  
• Ball Cap for Each Hunter 
• Band-Aids 
• Bath Towel 
• Battery powered Calculator 
• Brick 
• CD Player 
• Cell phone (be sure it's charged) 
• Digital FM Radio 
• Flashlights (one for each member) 
• Magnifying Glass 
• Pens, pencils, crayons  
• Plastic Bingo "Markers" 
• Roll of Quarters 
• Signed Release Form 
• Water (for each member)  
 

 
• Aspirin (or equivalent) 
• Binoculars 
• Chalk for Pool Cue 
• Compass 
• Copy of "Hoyle's Rules of Games" 
• Deck of Cards 
• Dictionary 
• Frisbee 
• Horse Shoe 
• Jumper Cables 
• Madden 04 Football Cheat Codes 
• Motion Sickness Bag 
• Putter 
• Salmon Eggs 
• Scotch tape or glue stick  
• Snack Food  
• Wading Boots 
• Yellow Pages 
 
 

 



Contents of Your “Bag” when you Start
* Contains 

# Map

# Icon Sheets

# Start Clue & 

# Receipt Envelope

* Receipt envelope also has your site sequence; keep track of 
your position in hunt.

# Help Phone Numbers when you cannot Find or Solve a Clue

# Other Things you may (or may not) need at any site

* Always carry your “Bag”!



Site ID for 
each Clue Site

No Site is more than 10 
miles from the previous Site

(except start and finish)



Icon Sheets
Site ID for each Clue Site on Map

Icon name  you must recognize (not provided)



How do we Solve Clues?
* Throughout the evening, the teams arrive at each 

successive Clue Site to find a problem, puzzle or event 
which solves to the location of the next site on the 
map.

* Clues can come in several forms:
# Puzzles of various types to solve
# Interactive requiring participation to get a solution
# Teamwork requiring cooperation to solve the clue
# Gadgets to work to get a solution
# Visual Observation to find and solve

* Clues can be simple or complex having one or more 
layers of solving to reach the answer

* Several Clue Sites will be a Bag Site where the Clues 
are in envelopes in a Plastic Bag at the Site  



Puzzle Sites
  Triple Word Score   Triple Letter Score
  Double Word Score   Double Letter Score

S C O R E D
R L E X I C O
I D D
S B U T T S G I
S C I C
C B R U N O T
R A G I
O A L P H A B E T O
S N B O N
S A L N A

G E R
R Y

V O C A B U L A R Y
M
S L E T T E R

Points

Any Character of the Alphabet =

Getting them all would be Perfect = TOTAL POINTS =

Set of Words for Communication =

Arranging Letters to form Words =

To earn and accumulate Points =

Compiled List of Word Definitions =

First Public Game Name =

Set of Letters used for Words =

First Game Factory Location =

Business Partner for Game =

Current Name of the Game =

Inventor of the Game =

A = 1
B = 3
C = 3
D = 2
E = 1
F = 4
G = 2
H = 4
I = 1
J = 8
K = 5
L = 1
M = 3
N = 1
O = 1
P = 3

Q = 10
R = 1
S = 1
T = 1
U = 1
V = 4
W = 4
X = 8
Y = 4
Z = 10

Description Word

Original Name of the Game =



Puzzle Sites
 ___ ___ ___ ___ ___    ___ ___ ___ ___   

‘
___ ___ 

 

 ___ ___ ___   ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 

 ___ ___ ___ ___ ___   ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 

 ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___   ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 

 ___ ___ ___ ___    ___ ___ ___   ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 

 ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 

 ___ ___ ___ ___    ___ ___ ___   ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 

 ___ ___ ___ ___    ___ ___ ___

* Other Past Puzzle Examples:
# Math
# Crosswords
# Sudoku
# Word Search



Interactive Sites



Interactive Sites

* Other Past Interactive Examples:
# Singing to the Bag lady

# Hokey Pokey for Pizza

# Climbing in the Coffin

# Take me out to the ball Game



Teamwork Sites



Teamwork Sites

* Other Past Teamwork Examples:
# Retrieve the Bottle
# Simon Says
# Raise the Pingpong Balls
# Fill the Bucket
# Piped Sound



Gadget Sites

* Other Past Gadget Examples:
# Lambda Device

# Reflecting Laser 

# Lemon Power



Visual (or Drive By) Sites

* Other Past Visual Examples:

# Vegetable Stand has Corn 12 for a Dollar

# Spinning Wheel in Hardware Store

# Moose in Bar

# Duck, Duck, Goose

# Chinese Checkers



The Stakes
* All Sites are marked with Wooden Stakes

# Marked with fluorescent orange tape (TH)

# Has receipts with team and site numbers. Take only 
your Receipt!!! 

# Look for clue within 50 feet’.

* Cross (X) (not at every site)
# Stop the car.  Proceed on foot to the Site

* Arrows (left Right or Straight)(not at every 
site)
# following the Arrows to reach the actual Clue Site



HELP!!

* Each team will be given a primary and& backup phone 
number plus a password in your starting bag.

* If you need help with finding or solving any clue, 
just call the number provided.  Have you Car 
Number and Password Ready.
# Help finding a clue is a 10 minute penalty

# Help solving the clue is a 20 minute penalty

* When to make the Call is more art than science 
and depends on each Team. Clue solutions are 
designed to be anywhere from 5 to 15 minutes.



Scoring the Hunt
* As Each Team Arrives, a Team Member needs to quickly (but safely) 

check in at the Scoring Table.  Follow the Arrows.

* When Checking in, bring your Receipts!!!!

* At Check in your Team Number, Arrival Time and Number of 
Receipts will all be Recorded

* E ach Te am will be Score d base d upon
# Total Drive Time

# Numbe r of Missing Rece ipts (10 Minute s/Rece ipt)

# Numbe r of He lp Calls (10 and 20 Minute s)

# Pe nalty for Late Arrival (5 min/e ach minute late) 

* Te ams Ranke d base d upon score d Hunt Time s

* 1st Place Te am be come s the new TH Committe e!



Tips for Good Hunting
* Assign responsibilities to Team Members (driver, Navigator, Keeper of the Bag, 

Keeper of the Receipts, Help Caller, etc.)

* Survey the map in the beginning and identify all the Icons 

* Often more than one copy is provided, so apply Teamwork and use them all

* Carry your Bag with you at all times, including your Must Bring items.

* T. Hunter” is sure fire tipoff that you are on track!

* If in doubt, review “Hints Wise and Otherwise”

* If in doubt, check your Bag inventory!

* Keep track of your time!  It may be advantageous to call incur the penalty.

* Don’t tip off other teams with the solution.

* Be wary of false Sites.  A “drive by of a nearby map location may seem like a 
good idea and may or may not help.  Many Sites on the Map are bogus!

* Finish at 11:00.  Drive to the banquet. Clues are pulled at 11:00, so further 
effort is wasted and you risk the nasty Late Penalty if you arrive after 11:30.



Remember… Safety and Courtesy
* Safety

# Only ONE vehicle per team!

# All team members MUST have an operational seatbelt!

# Please obey the traffic laws!  Drive Carefully …..AND 
HAVE FUN!

* Courtesy
# Leave all Sites as you found them!  Return materials to 

proper place.  If any damage occurs, call in so we can fix it!

# Don’t hog Clue Site access.  After trying to solve, let the 
next team have access.  Rules will be posted when needed.

# Don’t chase other Vehicles.  Routes differ for each team

# Don’t steal Solutions.  Not cool!
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